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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like conspiracy theorists!

I just got an iPod Touch, and
while I’m enjoying the ability
to carry it around and leech
off any WiFi I can connect
to, there are a couple things
that I thought I’d point out.
First, the WiFi doesn’t like
to switch to a new router
when roaming around campus. However there is a free
application that scans nearby WiFi access points and
reports their relative strength
and even lets you connect
to one of your choice. So
while mildly annoying, this
isn’t a big problem.
Second, The ability to make
custom playlists doesn’t
appear to exist. I find myself having to make them in
iTunes on my PC and then
moving them over in the
next sync.
However, even with these
faults, there is something
even more entertaining that
must be pointed out, and
...see Duck you! on back

Within days of taking his oath of office
(twice!), President Barack Obama has
already made his decision to close the
detention facility at Guantanamo Bay
in Cuba. “Yay!” cry the masses, “Finally,
the removal of one of the blights that
disgraces our beautiful country! Maybe
we’ll get +5 respect, and we will
finally drop this reputation for holding
and torturing people without charge!
CHAAANGGGEEE!”

something on it; leave us something to
grumble about!

2. It has a cute nickname. Aww. Just like
that kitten that you adopted – it came
with some name like Benjamin Franklin
Edison VII, but everyone calls him Fuzzy
Butt. Things with cute names never get
killed off! Bambi lived. WALL-E has some
kind of freakish immunity to hatred (or
even mild disgruntlement). By that logic,
they can’t possibly take away our TickleThat’s all well and good. We’ll get to feel Me-Gitmo!
like we’re not spitting all over habeas
corpus quite as much. Hooray for our 3. We’ll have to get funding from Fannie
team!
Mae to make a new one. According to
the BBC, only 21 inmates have actually reBut has anyone stopped to consider that ceived charges. What does that mean for
there are also reasons to leave the place those not released? Road trip! Possible
alone? I want to point out the top five facilities include Camp Pendleton and
reasons to not close Guantanamo Bay. Fort Leavenworth, but we all know they
have their hands full with crack dealers
1. We’ll have to find something new to and OJ Simpson. Solution: bailout v. 3.0!
complain about. No more denial of fair Have Fannie Mae cut us a check, then
and speedy trial? No more President spend it building the most ridiculous
Bush? Aah! Now what on earth will we detention facility ever. Then at least the
whine about?! The dead horse of the detainees can have cable TV to cheer
recession has been beaten, broken, and them up after the water boarding.
scarred beyond recognition. Gas prices
are low. Winter Carnival is coming up. 4. Raul Castro might friend us on FaceFace it, our to-bitch-about list is running book. We’d have removed something
dry, and we as a nation like to have
...see Gitmo! on back

Juan Valdez drinks Costa Rican coffee [for his 8 a.m.s]

Straight from you-know-where!
Songs that should end with “in my pants”

Givin the dog a bone
Don’t Stop Believing
I Lost All My Money at the Cock
Fights
Operation ground and pound
Swing Swing
The Decline
Livin on a prayer
Pyschobilly freakout
I Kissed a Girl
Smells like teen spirit
Baby got back
Every time we touch
Like a virgin
Purple rain
Game people play
Oops I did it again
Rock the Kasbah
Stairway to Heaven
Harder, better, faster, stronger
Welcome to the Jungle
Fat Bottomed Girls
Fixing a Hole
Who let the dogs out?
Jesus Take the Wheel

Beat it
Give me Novocaine
Gettin’ jiggy with it
Want you bad
Get down tonight
Gold digger
Have a cigar
Everything burns
Hang em high
I’m not okay
I wish you were here
Macho man
Super beast
Freak on a leash
Girl’s Just Want to Have Fun
Touched by an angel
(I can’t get no) Satisfaction
Yellow submarine
Pinball wizard
U Can’t touch this
Whip it
I touch myself
Rocket Man
What child is this
Biggest Part of Me
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By Ray Martens ~ Daily Bull

By Liz Fujita ~ Daily Bull

The Steaming Pile
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Duck ‘em

Top 5 Reasons Not to Close
Guantanamo
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Wednesday, January 28, 2009

“Bureaucrats write memoranda
both because they appear to
be busy when they are writing
and because the memos, once
written, immediately become
proof that they were busy.”
~Charles Peters

...Gitmo! from front

ugly from Cuba, which could lead the
questionably legitimate President to
like us. …that would just feel weird.
4b. No one will know about Cuba.
Without Fidel and Guantanamo Bay,
no one will ever hear anything about
Cuba anymore. No one will travel
there, and all the citizens will get depressed. They’ll pick themselves up
by the seat of their pants and leave.;
the country will be overrun by mice.
Thanks guys. Closing Gitmo just ruined
a country. Jeez!
5. It will lead to a Hippie revolution.
Some of the prisoners are eligible
for release. After years locked away,
they’ll return to society, look around,
and feel like they’ve been warped
back in time thirty years. Think about
it! Marijuana is back in the spotlight (I
think I feel some cancer coming on...
cure me, prop 1!). Everyone is worried about PEACE and when there will
be NO WAR. The environment matters
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For whatever reason, the idea of
chasing
someone around with
a duck held over
your head in an
attempt to beat
them
senseless
with the little bird
was so entertaining that I couldn’t
help laughing in
the middle of a
quiet hallway. This
of course was
funny in itself because there was a
more to most people: stop hugging class going on next to where I was
kids and hug a tree! Thanks to tween sitting and I swear the room just got
idolets, ridiculously colorful clothes really quiet for a few seconds.
are in. If it were me wandering out
of prison after spending some time So I propose that from now on,
out of the loop, I’d think we’d been whenever we get mad at someone,
zapped back to the 70s. Beware the whenever you catch your girlfriend
second rising of the flower power! cheating on you with her lab partner
(or yours), you hold your head high
...Duck you! from front
and just think “Duck em”.
that is the auto correct for the keyboard. When you’re typing, the autocorrect tries to suggest words that
it thinks you’re using instead of what
you’ve actually typed. I was really
pissed the other day so I was cursing
over AIM (yay for free applications)
and it kept changing one particular
one. This little iPod made such a hilarious switch that it alone not only
calmed me down, it made my day so
much more entertaining. It changed
our favorite little F-word over to the
word “duck”. So when I was bellowing out things I kept coming across
things like: “Duck ‘em” and “They can
go duck themselves”. (I must point
out that some of the readers may
think this conversation was regarding them, I assure you it wasn’t about
anyone on campus).

DO YOU SEE THIS SPACE RIGHT HERE?!

I’m thinking about refinancing my mortgage on it to try and make ends
meet. But do you realize how hard it is to do that with the economy
the way it is? It’s crazy to think that just 3 months ago I could’ve gotten
nearly 600 quadrillion Zimbabwean dollars for it. Now I’m lucky to get
a 10th of that. Times are tough.
You know how you can help? Firstly, look at this picture:
How could you be so heartless? I’m sure all this little puppy wanted to do was to read
your articles in the Daily Bull. Is
that so much to ask? Why risk
ruining the lives of other adorable puppies when you could
be writing things that will make
them smile? Whatever your reasons for not coming to the Daily
Bull Meetings every Wednesday
at 9:10 pm in Walker 144 are, they’re not good enough for this puppy.
Consider yourself a horrible person.
Maybe you forgot about our free pizza and fun, upbeat atmosphere.
Many do. But it’s ok. We forgive you. David Bowie and this puppy, however, are another story. You’re gonna have to think long and
hard about what you’ve done, and when you’re finished, maybe you
should write about it. Or at the
very least, go adopt a warm fuzzy
puppy from the SPCA and name
him Ziggy. Either way, you win.

